The interaction of hand vibration with oculomanual coordination in pursuit tracking.
The effects of high frequency hand vibration (150 Hz) on simultaneous ocular and manual tracking performances were investigated in trained human subjects. First, a zero-order pursuit tracking task was performed with and without direct visual control of the hand. Second, eye tracking of an imaginary target linked to the hand was also performed. The results show that hand vibration significantly alters eye and hand tracking performances when the hand is out of sight. However, when the hand is placed in the visual field, tracking performances are less affected by vibration. Visual cues on limb segments may compensate to some extent for the vibration-induced alteration of proprioceptive information otherwise used to control movements. Eye movements are altered during vibration while the subject is tracking or fixating an imaginary target attached to the hand. These findings explicitly show that hand vibration can perturb oculo-manual coordination control. The present results imply that vibration-induced activity of somesthetic mechanoreceptors is likely to contribute to oculomanual coordination alteration and tracking decrement in vibratory environments. Furthermore, direct visual control of the hand and/or arm may be of particular interest in manipulation tasks executed under vibration.